From the Editors

Reproductive Rights and Feminism
- The End of Roe V. Wade, Elizabeth Rapaport
- Beyond Roe: Strategic Lessons in the Fight for Abortion Rights, Dan Davison and Ewa Pospieszynska
- International Women’s Day in Mexico, Dawn Marie Paley

Ukraine and Socialist Internationalism
- The War on Ukraine: An Interview with a Ukrainian Socialist, Andrei, A Sotsialnyi Rukh Activist
- Lenin, Ukraine, and the Amnesia of the “Anti-War Left”, Tom Dale
- The Italian Left and the War in Ukraine, Piero Maestri
- Ukraine, Sanctions, and the Refugee Crisis, Khury Petersen-Smith

The Global Revolt and Its Discontents, William I. Robinson & Salvador Rangel

Will the Real Fascists Please Stand Up?, Martin Oppenheimer

Plastic Prosperity: From Coal to Petrochemicals in “Frackalachia”, Nicole Fabricant

Understanding China
- Is China Socialist Because It Reduced Poverty?, Michael Karadjis
- China: Making the World Safe for Capitalism, Peter Ranis

Culture
- The Revolutionary Spirit, Ali Shehzad Zaidi
- The Imaginative Dialectic in the Novels of Victor Serge, Martha Sonnenberg

- **Review Essays**
  - Eco-Utopia from Below, Dan Fischer, Review of Gelderloos, *The Solutions Are Already Here: Ecological Revolt from Below*; Vettese and Pendergrass, *Half-Earth Socialism*

- **Reviews**
  - Against the Law, Ravi Malhotra, Review of Renton, *Against the Law: Why Justice Requires Fewer Laws and A Smaller State*
  - White Torture, Frieda Afary, Review of Mohammadi, *White Torture: Dialogues With Twelve Women Political Prisoners*

- **In Memoriam**
  - Michael Murray Hirsch, Mark Hirsch
  - Goodbye, Big Red Mike: Memories of Michael Hirsch, Jason Schulman